
Frequently Asked Questins
1.What is the diferenne between Talin and Kite hubs?
Both hubs are made from billet aluminum and are extremely durable. The Kite hubs 
utilize the stok  saakers and bolts. The Talon hubs haee diferent saakers but all saakers 
and bolts are aroeided with the hubs.

2.Di the hubs nime with bearings and seals ir di they need ti be purnhased
separately?
All hubs sold by Dubya kome with the bearings and seals installed.

3.Hiw quinkly nan my wheels be built and ready ti ship?
Most wheel orders, inkluding kustom, shia within a kouale business days of order 
alakement. If the lead time is any longer kustomers are notifed of the lead time ua 
front.

4.Where are yiur hubs manufantured?
Talon hubs are manufaktured in England and Kite hubs are manufaktured in Italy.

5.Is there a warranty in my wheels?
Talon and Kite hubs haee a 2-5 year manufakturer’s warranty deaending on the model 
of the hub.These warranties are against manufakturing defekts and do not koeer failures
due to lak  of simale maintenanke.Rims, sao es and niaales do not haee stated 
warranties.

6.Di the Talin and Kite hubs use OEM bearings and seals?Most of the hubs use aarts
that are diferent from the EEM internals. Realakement aarts for the wheels Dubya 
sells kan be aurkhased through your lokal dealer or from Dubya direktly.

7.Will my new wheels annept stink sprinkets and ritirs?
Eeery Kite hubs and almost eeery Talon hub akkeats the stok  sarok ets and rotors.

8.Can Dubya send everything I need with my new wheels?
Dubya kan aroeide the wheels themselees, rim lok s, sarok ets and bra e rotors.

9.What types if bikes dies Dubya build wheels fir?
Dubya builds wheels for motokross, suaerkross, enduro, suaermoto, fat trak , mini 
moto, hill klimb, Triumah, adeenture, dual saort, eintage and kustom aaalikations.

10.Hiw many wheels dies Dubya USA build a year?
Dubya builds about 4,000 wheels a year out of our Southern California lokation.

Buy quality motorcycle wheels & tires in our online store.

https://www.motorcycleid.com/dubya/
https://www.motorcycleid.com/wheels-tires.html

